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THROUGH ARTISTS’ EYES and THANK YOU
The illustrations on the covers and contents page of this newsletter all date from the
period of garden history which has been the focus of IWGT events in 2017. The front
shows an oil painting by J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851) entitled View from the Terrace of
a Villa at Niton, Isle of Wight, from Sketches by a Lady (image courtesy of the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston at www.mfa.org), exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1826, the
villa is The Orchard and the lady was Lady Julia Gordon. The back cover image is in
pen and ink with watercolour and courtesy of the Yale Center for British Art. Yale have
it catalogued as Sandham, Isle of Wight, but research by your editor has identified the
house as Fairy Hill in Nettlestone which was built in the late 18th or early 19th century.
Both of the cover images illustrate an important element of many Isle of Wight gardens
created in this period: as Humphry Repton noted* ‘From a Place on the Sea coast, the
Sea is naturally the principal feature, & it becomes an object of consideration how to
display it to the greatest advantage..’.
The background on the page opposite is another pencil sketch by Captain Thomas
Hastings (1778-1854), of a view in Shorwell in 1832 and is also courtesy of the Yale
Center for British Art. The Alpine Bridge (restored in the 1980s) linked the main grounds
around Northcourt to an eastern woodland walk leading to a mound known as Mount
Ararat surmounted by a Temple of the Sun. These features were part of the Northcourt
landscape created by Elizabeth Bull in the years 1795 to 1809.
As this is my last newsletter as editor I would like to give a big thank-you to everyone
who has contributed over the last three years and extend good wishes for the future
to my successor and the IWGT. Your journey through garden history is now due to
reach the wonderfully eclectic Victorian era, a period which has been called ‘The Garden
Triumphant’, so I am sure there will be much to explore and enjoy!
*Red Book for Luscombe, 1799

Helen Thomas
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HIGHLIGHTS
FROM
2014
A MESSAGE
FROM OUR
CHAIRMAN
Dear Members,
The recurring and fascinating question as I visit beautiful historic landscapes and
gardens is how they are maintained. This is my photo journal of some of the highlights
recorded at places we have visited this year.
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SAD NEWS
The Trustees were sad to hear of the death in May of Penny Codd who was the Isle of
Wight Gardens Trust Education Officer for several years and worked with the late
Barbara Smith to promote gardens and gardening in Island schools. John Harrison and
Vicky Basford attended Penny's funeral at Brighstone Church and heard of her wider
involvement in education as Portsmouth Diocese Education Officer.
TIME TO CHANGE
Awareness of our historical heritage should be available to all who live on and visit our
Island. We are indebted to Helen Thomas who for the last three years has designed
and edited both our newsletter and website as well as our last two membership leaflets.
For over five years she has also used her knowledge and professional skills to prepare
comments on Planning Applications on behalf of IWGT.
As Helen steps down from these roles, John Brownscombe has offered to take on the
website. John has already given IWGT a presence on Facebook and, working with the
East Wight Landscape Partnership, has produced some family orientated Landscape
Detective leaflets. His expertise as a landscape consultant will be a great asset in his
new role as Deputy Chairman. More good news is that landscape architect James
Harrison (son of John and Christine) has agreed to advise on Planning Applications.
When I took on the role of Chairman in 2013 it was for three years. Since then my eye
sight has deteriorated making both reading small print and driving at night difficult,
plus a demanding family means I cannot give enough time to the Trust. We are looking
for someone younger.
This role has been fascinating and I would like to remain a Trustee, helping Patsy in
her demanding role organising events. We will both be going to represent IWGT at the
national Gardens Trust’s Conference and AGM in Plymouth at the end of August. Among
the many lectures and visits we will enjoy there, the boat trip to view the Humphry
Repton landscape at Endsleigh House should be a highlight.
I look forward to seeing many of you at my fifth and final AGM as Chairman on Tuesday
3rd October at Northwood House in Cowes.
Susan Dobbs, Chairman

Vacancy for Chairman
Do you have a passion for and interest in the historic parks, gardens and designed
landscapes of the Isle of Wight?
The Isle of Wight Gardens Trust is looking for a dedicated volunteer to join its team
of nine Trustees in the role of Chairman.
Can you help us build on our successes and take the IWGT forward over the next
three years?
For an informal discussion about the role and the day to day work of the IWGT,
please contact Susan Dobbs by email sk.dobbs@icloud.com or telephone 01983
612132. More information about the IWGT can also be found on our website
www.iowgardenstrust.co.uk
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HIGHLIGHTS
LOOKINGFROM
BACK2014
Looking back on my notes for the IWGT events so far this year makes very good
reading. We started in March with an illustrated talk by Kate Harwood: Gardens of the
Picturesque and Regency Period. As usual it was an excellent lecture. Wonderful
illustrations, fascinating information interspersed with wit and humour. This took place
at Lisle Combe on a sunny but cool Spring day. We were made most welcome and
enjoyed an excellent lunch.
We have also enjoyed a talk by Island historian Ken Hicks, entitled An Island Legacy,
when he showed us Brannon prints of the Island with an accompanying photograph of
the same view as it is today, which of course was so interesting. After this, it was time
for another ﬁlm show, by Ramshackle Cinema. We saw the latest ﬁlm of Pride and
Prejudice at Bembridge Village Hall. It is a great ﬁlm, (even without Colin Firth!), and
we were all able to look at the park and garden settings with a more informed eye.
In June about twenty of us visited East Grove House in Lymington, a very beautiful
Queen Anne house in 2 acres laid out to simulate an Arcadian garden with wandering
paths, statues, glimpses and peeps, all to surprise and please the eye. Lady Georgina
Craufurd, made a delightful hostess and guide. After a picnic lunch on the terrace we
drove to Cadlands where pleasure grounds were laid out by Capability Brown. We were
very fortunate that the owner, Gilly Drummond, was able to lead us around the garden
and park area and give us so much fascinating detail and history. How lucky we all
were to be shown such interesting and much-loved gardens by their respective owners.
Suddenly, it was July and time for fourteen of us
to travel by mini-coach to Bristol for three nights.
We travelled via Salisbury Cathedral and
Mompesson House, and then the wonderfully
romantic Iford Manor. Day 2 was spent in Bath,
visiting Prior Park which, at its highest point,
affords a wonderful view of the City of Bath,
followed by a visit to No.1 Royal Crescent, a
museum furnished with Regency furniture.
Day 3 was spent in Bristol starting with Goldney
House gardens and grotto. Construction of the
grotto for Thomas Goldney commenced in 1737.
It is quite incredible with walls literally covered in
shells of all kinds, quartz and local rock crystals.
We then drove to the top of Clifton Down to visit
the Camera Obscura, another marvel giving views
of the suspension bridge and river way below our
feet. By this time is was getting very hot so we
were all happy to break for lunch and then board
our privately chartered boat which took us around
the ﬂoating dock and up the River Avon.

The Harold Peto garden at Iford Manor
Photo: Wikimedia Commons

Our return to the Island on the following day included a stop at Bowood House where
we visited the private walled gardens of Lord and Lady Lansdowne with our own guide.
The gardens were breathtakingly beautiful, superbly maintained and surrounded by a
most perfect example of a Capability Brown landscape. Completely sated by such
beauty, we all fell asleep in the coach until Portsmouth and home to the Island.
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Later in July, twenty-four of us visited Rylstone Gardens and Chalet followed by Shanklin
Chine. The Chalet is leased from the IoW Council by Shanklin Town Brass Band. By
chance our coach driver to Bristol is a Band member and suggested we contact the
Band Leader to view the interior. This we did. The building is being restored by volunteer
labour, currently just three men, who are doing a magniﬁcent job. We were shown
historic photos of the chalet and the family that owned it which was an unexpected
‘extra’. It seems that the Chalet was built as an overspill accommodation for Rylstone
Manor. The gardens are now a well used public park with a modern bandstand and
regular summer band concerts. We then walked round to the Chine entrance. It is
beautifully kept and quite magical even to the modern eye. We all met up at the
tea-rooms and Anne Springman, the owner, gave us a really fascinating talk on her
involvement with the Chine and great love of the place. Then it was down to the
Fisherman’s Cottage Pub on the beach for a really good ﬁsh supper, until it was dusky
enough to appreciate the glorious lighting which turns the Chine into a place of magic
and enchantment. Worth another visit, particularly with young grandchildren.
Now, what have we still to look forward to? Firstly, on Tuesday 12th September,
another Garden History Detective Day led by Richard Smout our Island Archivist. There
is not much he does not know about the Island, past and present. This time we will be
looking at the fascinating history of Barton Manor using copies of archive material
provided by Richard. He will show us how to interpret historic documents and compare
old maps with what is actually on the ground.

Barton Farm House
an 1833 sketch by
Capt. Thomas Hastings
Image courtesy of the Yale Center for
British Art

This will be followed by our AGM at Northwood House at 3.30 on Tuesday 3rd October.
The AGM will be followed by a talk on Jane Austen, Gardens and the IoW by Dr Freya
Johnston. There is a guided tour (limited places) of the house beforehand at 2.30.
Please contact me, Patsy Thompson, if you would like to attend the AGM and the tour.
The last event of the year, on Saturday 2nd December is a luncheon in the Albert Room
at The Royal Hotel, Ventnor. If you wish to receive details of the menu and prices,
these will be available towards the end of September so please contact Patsy Thompson,
but I do advise you to be fairly prompt as there is limited room. It will be a special
occasion, in a special place and a wonderful place to say farewell to the Regency period
and welcome to the Victorians. We all look forward to seeing you there.
Lastly, we are in the process of completing our programme for next year, and details
of this will be in our Spring Newsletter. However, to start us off there will be another
lecture by Kate Harwood in March, date and venue to be decided. It would help me
and the committee if you could let me know what really appeals to you, what event
you have particularly enjoyed and what you would like to know more about, perhaps
you would be kind enough to either email or phone me with your thoughts. My contact
details are events@iowgardenstrust.co.uk or 873370.
Patsy Thompson
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NORTHWOOD
HIGHLIGHTS
PARK: PAST,FROM
PRESENT
2014AND FUTURE
In view of our visit to Northwood Park for this years AGM it is timely to review the Isle
of Wight Garden Trust’s involvement with the park over many years. In many ways
the fortunes of the park mirror that of public parks throughout Britain in the 20th and
early 21st centuries. Northwood House and Park were originally bequeathed to Cowes
Urban District Council by the Ward family in 1929. Although the Deed of Gift created
a separate ‘Northwood House Trust’, the property was administered by the Urban
District Council and its successor authorities Medina Borough Council and the Isle of
Wight Council. During the 1960s six full time staff were employed by Cowes UDC to
manage and maintain the park, a gardeners’ apprenticeship scheme was in place and
the glasshouses were used as a nursery providing shrubs and flowers for all beds and
borders in the district. However, in 1966 the walled kitchen garden was partly
demolished to make way for the Park Court Sheltered Housing Development.

Northwood House and Park
in an 1823 engraving by
George Brannon
Image courtesy of Ian Murdock

After the creation of Medina Borough Council in 1974 the duties of gardening staff
became less focused with a consequential loss in understanding of the park’s needs.
By the time I arrived in Cowes in 1976 decline had started to set in. By the 1980s the
park’s nursery function had been moved to Newport and remaining glasshouses cleared
to make way for an extension to Park Court. Competitive tendering from 1991 meant
that the park was maintained by private gardening firms on a tight budget and the
detailed knowledge provided by local authority gardeners was lost. Northwood Park
was also affected by the Great Storm in 1987. I visited the park the morning after the
storm and took slides of the extensive damage which particularly affected the holm
oaks.
I became interested in the history of Northwood House and Park in the early 1990s. At
that time there was little accurate information available about the history of the property
and local awareness and knowledge of that history was limited. My husband Frank and
I researched the origins of the park with much information provided by the late Charlie
Taylor, well-known Cowes Local Historian, and in 1994 we published an article on its
history. I later used this research to assist Cowes Town Council in preparing Information
Panels which were first placed in the park in the late 1997 and have twice been renewed
since that time. The information panels documented the creation of Northwood Park
from about 1800 by George Ward, a successful business man and business associate
of the architect John Nash. By 1817 George Ward had enclosed 217 acres of parkland
with a stone wall. His son George Henry Ward rebuilt Northwood House from 1837 and
created the pleasure grounds around the house that now form the public park, planting
many trees and shrubs.
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One of the information
panels erected in
Northwood Park in 1997
Image: the author

In 1996 proposals by the Isle of Wight Council to dispose of Northwood House and
portions of the park for development as a hotel under a 125 year lease were met with
great concern by local people. In response the Council established a Northwood House
Forum with a remit of finding a sustainable use for the house. Various local bodies were
represented on the Forum including the Isle of Wight Gardens Trust. It was the IWGT
view that the future of Northwood House should not be considered in isolation from the
park and that the historic and community value of the park should be fully appreciated.
By the late 1990s the Heritage Lottery Fund had started to award substantial restoration
grants to public parks, partly in response to concerns raised by the Garden History
Society and the Association of Gardens Trust about a drastic decline in local authority
support for these parks. Through our membership of the Northwood House Forum, and
particularly through the work of our then Chairman (now President) Peter Marsden,
the Isle of Wight Gardens Trust encouraged the IW Council to apply for an HLF grant
which would allow the preparation of a Restoration Management Plan. An HLF grant
was obtained in 2002 and a plan was prepared by the consultancy firm Scott Wilson.
This plan would have required a very substantial capital outlay and was not implemented
by the Council. Nevertheless, the document raised public awareness of the park’s
historic significance and provided much useful information which has informed
subsequent work.
As a result of work by the Northwood House Forum an amended Trust Scheme was
adopted for Northwood House and Park in 2002. Under this scheme the Isle of Wight
Council became Custodian Trustee of the Northwood House Charity whilst day-to-day
management was to be overseen by a group of Management Trustees. However, in
reality between 2002 and 2010 the IWC both acted as Custodian Trustee and retained
the effective management of the house and park, controlling income from the public
car park on Trust land. In September 2010 in the face of budget cuts the IWC withdrew
all support for the house and park. This meant that the 2002 Charitable Scheme was
no longer fit for purpose and in November 2012 it was replaced by a new Charitable
Scheme with the Northwood House Charitable Trust Company Ltd. becoming sole
Trustee. The Trust Company is supported by a membership scheme which gives people
the opportunity to contribute to and influence the operation and future development
of the Charity. Since 2012 the Charity has made enormous strides in securing the
sustainable future of Northwood House and in maintaining the park for public
enjoyment. It is supported by volunteers who operate both inside the house and also
in the park where twice-weekly working parties ensure the upkeep of flower beds and
borders. An article on the Charity and its volunteers appeared in the Spring 2012 IWGT
Newsletter.
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Views of Northwood Park in May 2011
Photos: the author

There is now far more published information on Northwood House and Park than in the
early 1990s. Pete Fellows’ Northwood Park Conservation Management Plan was
prepared in 2011 as project work for an M.A. in Heritage Management at Bath
University. This study by Pete (an IWGT member) is of particular value in documenting
the 20th century and early 21st century history of the park and in providing a character
assessment of the grounds. Many of the management prescriptions within Pete’s plan
have not yet been implemented but the plan forms an invaluable work of reference and
has been of particular use in informing this article.
I would cordially urge Isle of Wight Gardens Trust Members to become members of the
Northwood House Charitable Trust Company Ltd which is concerned with the whole
estate, not just the house. Keen gardeners who live near Cowes may also wish to
become garden volunteers! Details of the Northwood House Trust can be found at
www.northwoodhouse.org.
Dr Vicky Basford
This article is informed by the following articles, reports and publications, arranged in date order:
V and F Basford, Northwood Park – from Medieval Manor to Municipal Park, Proceedings of the Isle of Wight Natural
History and Archaeological Society Vol. 12 (issued 1994)
Scott Wilson, Northwood Park Restoration Management Plan, 2004
David Lloyd and Nikolaus Pevsner , The Buildings of England: Isle of Wight, pp129-133 ‘Northwood House and Park’,
2006
George Chastney, King Ward and his huge Isle of Wight estate: the story of Northwood House and the Ward Family,
2011
Peter Fellows, Northwood Park Conservation Management Plan, 2011
Tim Wander, Northwood House & Park, 2015

EDITOR’S NOTE
In the summer of 2013 IWGT were asked by the IW Council to carry out Heritage at
Risk assessments for Local List park and garden sites in the Medina Valley. This included
Northwood Park where the assessment, using a methodology produced by IWGT, was
carried out by Vicky Basford and Pete Fellows.
The park was found to be in good condition with a low rating for a potential risk of harm
and an overall rating of being ‘Not at Risk’. Details of all the sites assessed by IWGT
can be found on the IW Council website.
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A VISIT HIGHLIGHTS
TO THE ISLE FROM
OF WIGHT
2014IN 1820
a dandy castle, stunted trees and a yawning abyss
By 1820 Margaret Power, born in Ireland in 1789, had
become Marguerite Gardinier, Countess of Blessington
known as a beautiful and witty London literary hostess.
Her love of travel and story-telling resulted in novels and
gossipy travel journals. One of her earliest published
journals records a visit to the Isle of Wight in 1820, written
under the descriptive pseudonym of Currente Calamo.
The Count and Countess lodged at Cowes for two weeks
making excursions which included Appuldurcombe,
Shanklin, the Undercliff, John Nash’s East Cowes Castle
and Lord Henry Seymour’s Castle at Norris.
The whole account makes entertaining reading, gives an
insight into early 19th century tourism and travel and, in
the extracts below, frank opinions on the two castles and
the difficulties of getting trees to grow at Norris plus a
report on the sensations aroused by Shanklin Chine.

Marguerite in about 1821
by Sir Thomas Lawrence
Image: wikipedia public domain

Tuesday 19th September.

We crossed to East Cowes, which is a dirty little place, consisting of a miserable
looking inn, honoured with the name of Hotel, and a few ale-houses, and mean looking
lodging houses...
On leaving the pier, if so it may be called, more
agreeable objects strike the eye of the beholder; neat
hedges and fields at each side of the road give a rural
appearance, and the path to Mr. Nash's pretty Castle
is very agreeable. The word pretty, attached to a
castle, may sound incongruous, but in this instance I
know of no other that I could substitute to express my
meaning. This pretty castle excites only the most
pleasing sensations; here is to be seen no vestige of
feudal barbarity, or stern baronial grandeur ; no
frowning battlements, or steep rugged towers,
impress the beholder with ideas of the strength of the
walls. Every thing speaks of peace and perpetual
sun-shine, and this pretty castle is as unlike what we
conceive a castle ought to be, judging from the few of
former days now in preservation, as our modern fine
gentlemen are to the heroes who inhabited them.

Mr Nash’s East Cowes 1828
Pencil sketch by
Capt. Thomas Hastings
Image courtesy of the Yale Center for British Art

In short, this is a dandy castle, and looks as if built
for a petit maitre; but though not what we look for in
a castle, it is a most comfortable, inviting residence,
the very picture of neatness and cheerfulness, and
much better suited to the guests likely to occupy it,
than a real castle in good keeping would be.
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From Beau Nash, which this
place ought to be named, we
proceeded to Lord Henry
Seymour's Castle, which does
strongly resemble those of
former days, not only externally
but internally ; for the rudest
fortress of days of yore could not
possess plainer furniture or be
more scantily supplied with it,
than this mansion is.

Mr Nash’s Castle
circa 1814 by unknown artist
Image courtesy of the Yale Center for British Art

It also possesses another merit of feudal times, that of being placed in a very exposed
situation ; look where you will, nothing but sea meets your view except it be a few
stunted trees, that look as if Neptune's anger at their presuming to approach so near
to his dominion, had, assisted by the winds, nipt them in their youth, and left them
as a memorial of his wrath. Whatever the rooms may want of the size of those of
former baronial residences, no complaint can be urged of any want of the gloom that
characterized such buildings. No; here the very genius of dreariness and cold seems
to have' fixed his seat, and whole catacombs of coals and wood will be required to
dispossess him, besides several ship-loads of furniture.

Early 1800s watercolour of Norris
by unknown artist and tree guard
detail from 1822 engraving of
Norris by George Brannon
Images: Yale Center for British Art and Ian Murdock

I must not omit stating, that though I complain of a want of trees, there is no scarcity
of wood, for each of the unfortunate little nipt memorials which I noticed, was caged
in by a building of wood, so ingeniously contrived as not only to exclude the attacks
of cattle, but also the sun and air ; but perhaps this was a precaution against the
united powers of Neptune and Boreas, or what is still more likely, (from no room's
being allowed by those cages for the trees to expand,) the wooden buildings were
meant as tombs. If the latter supposition be true, query, would it not have been better
to have had them of Portland-stone, with suitable inscriptions ?
We returned from East to West Cowes, and beguiled the time till dinner by a walk
along the shingles…’
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Tuesday 26th September

The Chine at Shanklin is the principal attraction to strangers and is well worthy of
attention. It is a natural chasm in a chalky rock, and appears as if rent asunder by
an earthquake. It is of a serpentine shape, and a water-fall at the upper end fills the
centre with a shallow stream. The sides are irregular, and broken disjointed
fragments of rock or chalky substance suspended over head, overgrown with
underwood and wild shrubs. A chalybeate spring has been discovered, which issues
from the side of the rock, and has been considered serviceable in many complaints.
A fisherman, who has a cottage close
to the Chine, has, with great ingenuity,
as well as trouble, formed walks
through it, and put rails and steps to
the very steep parts, but, even with
these precautions, a walk through the
Chine is attended with considerable
danger, for the least slip or false step
would plunge the unwary passenger
headlong into the yawning abyss.

Shanklin Chine
engraved by George Brannon in 1832
Image courtesy of Ian Murdock

The view at the lower end of the Chine is
bold and impressive ; the sea extends
before into interminable distance, and is
only bounded by the horizon : the chasm of
the Chine, overgrown with masses of wood,
rocks hanging as if suspended by magic
over head, seem ready to crush the hardy
wanderer who passes beneath them, while
the height from the walk to the plain filled
with water is so stupendous as to excite
sensations of deep awe. We returned from
the Chine to the inn…
At the Crab Inn the Blessingtons had some
excellent bacon and eggs before proceeding
to Bon Church.

Sandown Bay from near Shanklin Chine
by John Glover in about 1827
Image courtesy of the Yale Center for British Art

East Cowes Castle was demolished in the 1950s-60s and its grounds are now developed.
Norris Castle is a grade I listed building and the landscape is also grade I on the national
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens - see article in Spring 2017 newsletter. The
enterprising fisherman at Shanklin was William Colenutt who first opened the Chine in
1817. This year there are celebrations to mark the 200th anniversary and, while
remaining impressive, the Chine can now be visited in complete safety.
Helen Thomas
Currente Calamo, TOUR IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT IN THE AUTUMN OF 1820, published in 1822 can be found online
at google books.
Further information on Marguerite Gardinier, Countess of Blessington (1789-1849) can be found in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004, also available online.
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SHANKLIN
HIGHLIGHTS
CHINE AND FROM
RYLSTONE
2014GARDENS
There are few landscapes in the Isle of Wight, let alone England, that are more
‘picturesque’ than Shanklin Chine, and few are more visited. 2017 marks the 200th
anniversary of the opening of the Chine to the public, making it the Island’s longest
established tourist attraction. Members of the Isle of Wight Gardens Trust paid a visit
on 20th July. We were welcomed by the current owner: Anne Springman, MBE, the
‘Lady of the Manor’ of Shanklin, who entertained us with the story of the Chine, full of
the most surprising twists and turns – like the Chine itself!
‘Chine’ is a word local to the Isle of Wight and Dorset. It means a deep narrow ravine,
formed by water cutting through soft sandstone leading to the sea. The Isle of Wight
has a number of chines, but the two largest are Blackgang, where very little of the
original remains due to erosion, and Shanklin. The Chine drops 105 ft to sea level in
just over a quarter of a mile and covers about 3 acres, but seems much larger.

The decent into Shanklin Chine; Anne
Springman; the Chine Lumière and an
1869 view over Fisherman’s Cottage at
the foot of the Chine
Shanklin began to attract increasing numbers of visitors in the 19th century. William
Colnutt, excavated the present path and steps through the Chine and opened it to the
public in 1817. He also built the Fisherman’s Cottage at the bottom of the Chine. Now
a pub, the members of the Trust enjoyed supper here before re-ascending the Chine
to enjoy the Chine Lumière. Prior to 1817 there was only a rough walk through the
Chine - only for the intrepid. After its public opening the Chine began to attract
increasing interest. It is not known what was the initial charge but from 1873 until
1958 this was 6d! Many famous people visited the Chine, including Jane Austen, George
Eliot, Keats, Turner and Dickens.
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The Second World War saw some of the more extraordinary episodes in the Chine’s
history. Royal Marine Commandos, based nearby at Upper Chine School, used it as an
assault course in preparation for the Dieppe raid in 1942. PLUTO (pipeline under the
ocean) was laid through the Chine, carrying petrol 65 miles under the Channel to
Cherbourg during the Normandy invasion in 1944. The Chine was badly damaged by
the war and only after considerable thought and expense was it reopened in 1946.
The Chine is famous for its flora and fauna. There are at least 150 varieties of wild
plants and more than 50 species of moss and liverworts, some extremely rare. At the
lower end of the Chine Japanese Knotweed was so invasive that it came to completely
obscure the stream. it has taken much work to control this, but throughout the Chine
plant growth is so luxuriant that considerable efforts have to be made to manage the
vegetation. In recent years additional paths have been created for visitors and a new
water garden.
The Chine Lodge, once a Victorian lodging house popular with newly weds, was known
for many years as Honeymoon Cottage. Now a conservatory has extended the Lodge
to form the Heritage Centre. During 2017 this has an exhibition on the history of the
Chine and its many famous visitors. Lighting has been improved transforming the
evening experience of the Chine. A new book written by Anne Springman and Robin
McInnes commemorates the Bicentenary and features numerous historical illustrations.
A charitable Trust has now been established to ensure the on-going sustainable
management of the Chine. The charity will continue to assemble historical information
and interpretation, will mount regular exhibitions and put on special events.
Prior to visiting Shanklin Chine members
of the Trust visited locally listed Rylstone
Gardens, situated on the south side of
the Chine. We were met by members of
Shanklin Town Brass Band, whose home
is Rylstone Chalet a grade II listed
building, probably inspired by the Swiss
Cottage in the grounds of Osborne
House. The Band is in the process of
restoring the Chalet, which was unused
for many years and in need of substantial
repairs. In the Band’s view the park’s
bandstand is ideal for band concerts,
indeed the best on the Island!

The Chalet in Rylstone Gardens
Rylstone Gardens were originally the private gardens to Rylstone – a Victorian seaside
villa built in an eclectic mix of styles dating from the 1860s, now listed grade II and a
hotel. The Gardens have some impressive exotic trees, including Pinus Radiata,
Sequoiadendron Gigantean and Cedrus Atlantica. Altogether a fascinating and highly
enjoyable day.
Mike Dawson

Picture credits: Anne Springman photo, Susan Dobbs; Chine Lumière, shanklinchine.co.uk; other photos, Rosemary Stewart; 1869 Rock & Co
engraving, Shanklin & District History Society.
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SUITABLE
HIGHLIGHTS
TO PERSONS
FROM 2014
OF
GENTEEL LIFE AND MODERATE FORTUNE
some glimpses of Isle of Wight Regency gardens
Information on Victorian gardens can sometimes be gleaned from photographs of family
groups posed next to ornately shaped formal bedding schemes. For the preceding
Regency period records are few but can sometimes give interesting glimpses into the
more modest gardens of the genteel. ‘Regency’ is generally taken as the period from
1794 to Queen Victoria’s accession in 1837 rather than the actual years when George
IV acted as Regent for his father between 1811 and 1820. In a UK population of over
14 million, by 1820 the nobility comprised just 350 families, but clergymen, doctors,
farmers and others with moderate fortune also enjoyed their gardens.
In 1816 the famous landscape gardener Humphry Repton wrote that ‘the Pleasures of
a Garden have of late been very much neglected’. Jaundiced by age and infirmity, he
blamed the taste for Brownian parkland landscapes from the mid-18th century (please
see back cover) and a subsequent mercenary rage for farming but was gladdened that
evidence remained of a few venerable gardens.
Pencil drawings of 17th century Yaverland Manor Farm in the summer of 1832 provide
an example of an older layout surviving and continuing to flourish. The entrance front
retains its formal walled forecourt while to the side of the house there is an orderly
productive garden surrounded on two sides by an orchard. As Repton noted ‘a fruit
garden may be so blended with flowers and vegetables, as to be interesting in all
seasons; and the delight of a garden highly cultivated, and neatly kept, is amongst the
purest pleasures which man can enjoy on earth’.

Yaverland Manor Farm: the formal walled
forecourt and the orderly productive
garden and orchard, with a distant view of
Sandown Bay, in the Summer of 1832,
artist unknown
The Regency period saw new embattled ‘castles’ built on the Island including Norris
and the now demolished East Cowes Castle, Steephill near Ventnor and St Clare at
Puckpool. It was also the golden age of the ornamented gentleman’s retreat or cottage
orné, a description seemingly first used by architect Edward Lugar in his 1805
Architectural Sketches for Cottages, Rural Dwellings and Villas. This was specifically
aimed at ‘persons of genteel life and moderate fortune’ and one of a number of books
published, complete with pictures and room plans, to provide inspiration. At Niton James
Vine, a merchant and patron of the arts, chose one of Lugar’s published designs for his
Puckaster Cottage which was built between 1812 and 1824. Lugar visited while the
house was being built, suggested modifications and viewed the grounds:
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The spot whereon this cottage is built was chosen several years previous to the commencement
of building; and the grounds around it had, with infinite care, been planted in various sheltered
spots, so as to render the walks which are in the best taste, highly interesting.
The south-west winds act so forcibly on many parts of the grounds as to defy the power of rearing
trees where its influence prevails; but by a judicious perseverance, Mr Vine has accomplished
much in giving the spot a clothed appearance, uniting the picturesque with tasteful embellishments,
and by a happy combination, produced, on the whole, one of the most delightful retreats that the
mind can imagine.

Puckaster: by George Brannon in 1825
and John Lugar’s 1805 published design
This was praise indeed as Lugar thought that plantations were particularly difficult to
do well. He also had very definite ideas on appropriate planting immediately around a
cottage orné: any trellis work should be used sparingly and planted with ‘the monthly
rose, and clymatis or virgin bower’ to give a luxuriant, rich appearance and not with
common creepers or honeysuckles which were only suitable for a peasants cottage.
The front garden should be neat and regular with any large beds of evergreen shrubs
fronted with hollyhocks, sunflowers and the like to provide a contrast. The ornamental
shrubbery was a characteristic feature of Regency gardens. Lugar also advised that
pots or tubs, with perhaps orange trees or aloes, should be placed so as to produce a
dressed appearance. The need to ‘dress’ or ‘furnish’ the garden immediately around a
house was something stressed by Regency garden designers.
Many leisure pursuits were interchangeable
between house and garden and the link between
the two was increasingly important. Repton,
writing in 1816, approved of the modern
improvement ‘borrowed from the French, of
folding Glass-doors opening into a garden; by
which the effect in a room is like that of a tent
or marquee, and in summer delightful’. An 1832
view from the drawing room at Yaverland
Rectory clearly shows what Repton meant and
is complete with trellis and flower fronted
shrubbery framing the southern view over
Sandown bay. The Rectory was built in circa
1820 in a symmetrical Tudor Gothic style,
complete with pinnacles, pendants and
castellated parapet, with the design attributed
by Brannon to architect John Nash.
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View from Yaverland Parsonage drawing
room in June 1832, artist unknown

Lugar considered the Gothic style peculiarly suitable for a parsonage. He also made a
clear distinction between the asymmetry of a cottage orné and a villa where a regularity
of parts would declare it to be the residence of a gentleman. The excessive architectural
enrichment of a villa was to be avoided although a terrace to the garden front was a
good idea. Humphry Repton also expressed his partiality for a terrace and often
recommended them. Formality was returning to Regency gardens adjoining the house.
When Sir Willoughby Gordon Bart A.D.C to the Duke of Wellington created his summer
retreat, a large Gothic style marine villa called The Orchard on Niton Undercliff in about
1813, terracing was an ideal if costly solution on the steep slope. Luckily the Gordons,
whose main seat was Northcourt in Shorwell, probably possessed a more than moderate
fortune. The view from the terrace was captured by J.M.W. Turner in an 1826 painting
based on sketches by his former pupil Lady Julia Gordon (please see front cover). The
image shows a new style Italianate terrace wall adorned with urns framing a view over
the grounds, complete with a fountain and grass walks, to the sea. The scene is softened
by informal flowering plants while the workbox, chair and lute suggest the genteel use
of this outdoor space. In 1824 Brannon reported a profusion of flourishing choice fruit
trees and ten years later these, together with choice flowers and evergreens, were
described by Barber as luxuriating on the succession of artificial terraces.
Binstead Parsonage was described by
Barber in 1834 as having a terrace with
Solent views through umbrageous trees.
The house was a simple thatched cottage
although of elegant rustication. The ‘little
paradise’ also had ‘an assemblage of
knolls and lawns, flower-beds, tufts of
elegant shrubs, and groupes of noble
evergreens; with rock-work and other
artificial
decorations’
including
a
‘delightful
rustic
summer-house’.
Comparison of a watercolour of about
1790 and an 1829 engraving shows that
both cottage and garden appear to have
had a Regency make-over. Plants and
garden decoration were taking centre
stage with the children and gardener
replaced by an elegant group admiring
the scene, possibly on a Friday morning
or Monday after 4 o’clock when the Rev.
Augustus Hewitt allowed the public in to
view the grounds.

Binstead Parsonage: by John Nixon in c.1790
and George Brannon in 1829
A front garden might always be on view. An example is Millfield in East Cowes, a
symmetrical stuccoed villa with views over Cowes Harbour and the Solent which was
probably built in the early 1820s. At the front a semi-circular approach curved round
a lawn. An 1825 sketch shows a pair of presumably recently planted, small upright
evergreen trees on the lawn in contrast to a few older deciduous trees and the front
of the house quite naked. Seven years later the scene is much more exuberant with
conifers planted at the side of the approach and the house front softened with the
distinctive Regency addition of ornamental shrubbery.
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Millfield, East Cowes in 1825 and 1832
by Capt. Thomas Hastings
Gardens were also used for sporting activities like archery which was considered suitable
for men and women with the necessary stance demonstrating good posture and a fine
figure. Archery was a particular interest of Customs Officer and artist Capt. Thomas
Hastings and his family. During Hastings’ eight years on the Island from 1825 he was
instrumental in founding the Society of Carisbrooke Archers and wrote a well- received
illustrated book, The British Archer, or, Tracts on Archery. He wrote that ‘all arts and
recreative pastimes.. ..may soon convert the wilderness mind into a wholesome garden,
in whose soil, virtue makes her strongest shoots, and politeness blossoms into humanity!’

Millfield:Mrs Hastings and daughter Albinia shooting at the target in 1826 with Seymour Lodge
beyond and a view of the the sun setting on Norris Castle in 1829 by Capt. Thomas Hastings
Hastings also wrote that ‘sketching and painting from nature, afford two of the richest
treats that can be imagined or enjoyed’. Thanks to Hastings and other artists we are
able to glimpse Regency gardens where pleasures were not perhaps as neglected as
Repton once feared, including resting to watch the sun set on Norris Castle.
Helen Thomas
This article is informed by:
Stewart Abbott, The Isle of Wight, 1750-1840: Aspects of Viewing Recording and Consumption,
http://eprints.soton.ac.uk, 2006
Thomas Barber, Picturesque Illustrations of the Isle of Wight, Simpkin, 1834
Mavis Batey, Regency Gardens, Shire Publications Ltd, 1995
Kate Feluś, The Secret Life of the Georgian Garden, I B Taurus, 2016
David Jacques, Georgian Gardens, The Reign of Nature, Batsford, 1983
David W Lloyd and Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England, Isle of Wight, Yale University Press, 2007
Robert Lugar, Architectural Sketches for Cottages, Rural Dwellings and Villas, J Taylor, 1805 and later editions
Humphry Repton, Fragments on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening, J Taylor, 1816
Michael Symes, The Picturesque and the Later Georgian Garden, Redcliffe, 2012
Marianne A Yule, ‘Captain Thomas Hastings (1778-1854), His Full Identity Revealed’, The British Art Journal, Vol.
XVI No 2, Autumn 2015
Picture credits:
Brannon engravings Ian Murdock; Lugar print Haithi Trust Digital Library; all others Yale Center for British Art
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SOME 18THHIGHLIGHTS
CENTURY PLANT
FROMINTRODUCTIONS
2014
The British nursery trade flourished during the 18th Century and groves of flowering
shrubs became widely used. Philip Miller (1716-1771) first published The Gardener’s
Dictionary in 1731. It is considered to be one of the most influential reference books
of plants, ran to sixteen editions before 1830 and was translated into several European
languages. By the 6th edition in 1768 he could write that the number of plants cultivated
in England ‘are more than double those which were here when the first edition of this
book was published’. And they kept coming! Here is a selection of three of the plants
introduced during that time and well known in gardens today.
MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA
Bull Bay or Southern Magnolia. It was introduced in 1734 from South-east America.
Maggie Campbell-Barnes (Origin of Plants, p265) reports that it not known in what
form it arrived here, but Jenny Uglow (A Little History of British Gardening, p 146)
suggests that the luscious evergreen from South Carolina was among the 2000 new
species sent to England in boxes by the American botanist and plant collector John
Bartram (1699-1777). Miller, one of Bartram’s sponsors, recorded that many of the
new magnolias were killed in the severe winter of 1739. It was named by Carl Linnaeus
in memory of Pierre Magnol, a professor of botany and medicine at Montpelier in the
16th century.
It is a hardy, dense, broadly conical evergreen flowering tree growing to a height of
4.5-7.6 metres. The creamy white, solitary, heavily perfumed flowers are 18-20 cm
in diameter and cup-shaped and are in season from late summer to autumn. Indigenous
Americans didn’t like sleeping under the flowering tree due to its strong aroma and felt
that leaving the flowers in a bedroom would cause the death of the occupant.

Magnolia grandiflora recorded in August
1737 in a garden at Parsons Green near
Fulham and at Osborne in 2017
Engraving by George Dennis Ehret (1708-1770) courtesy of
commons.wikimedia..org. Photo: the author
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FUCHSIA COCCINEA / MAGELLANICA
The fuchsia was collected from the West Indies by the Franciscan monk Father Charles
Plumier (1646-1704) and named after German physician and botanist Leonhart Fuchs
(1501-1566). Linnaeus, accepting the name in 1753, changed it from the original
Fuchsia triphjhylla flore coccinea to suit his binomial system. They grow in forests or
damp shady mountainous areas of Central and South America.
Fuchsias are hardy and half-hardy
perennial shrubs, growing to a height
between 0.2-4 metres. The flowers,
which grow in profusion, have a
pendulous ‘teardrop’ shape in colours
varying from white, pink, scarlet and
purple-blue followed by deep purple
berries. Most plants grown today are
hybrids derived from the Fuchsia
magellanica and Fuchsia coccinea
(coccinea - scarlet), with the former
connected with the Straits of Magellan,
South America. A plant of coccinea was
presented to Kew Gardens by Captain
Firth in 1788. Nurseryman Mr Lee of
Hammersmith acquired a plant from
which he produced several hundred,
selling them for one guinea each.

Fuchsias at Wisley in 2017
Photo: the author

LUPINUS ARBOREUS
Tree lupin; yellow tree lupin. The tree lupin originates from California, USA and was
introduced into England in 1793. It was discovered during an expedition to the coast
of California, led by Captain George Vancouver (1757-1798) on HMS Discovery, to seek
a navigable passage between the North Pacific and the Atlantic. The botanist on the
expedition was Archibold Menzies (1754-1842).

Lupinus Arboreus in Curtis’s 1803 Botanical Magazine
Image: commons.wikimedia.org

The tree lupin is a fast growing and luxuriant, bushy
evergreen shrub growing to a height and spread of 2
metres. The grey-green plamate leaves have 5 to 12
obovate sections, 6 cm long. The flowers which appear in
late spring to summer are in dense to lax upright racemes
30 cm long. There are between 5 to 12 black seeds
contained in the seed pods 3-7 cm long. Alice M. Coats
notes that according to Sir J.E. Smith (botanist and founder
member of the Linnean Society) ‘There is no poisonous
plant in this whole order except the seeds of Lupinus, with
which the Hippopotamus is killed….but to humans those of
the laburnum are much more deadly’ (Flowers and Their
Histories, p 157). Lupinus – Greek word lupe, meaning
grief.
Virgil’s reference to tristis…lupines has been
explained by the fact that the seeds, unless boiled in
several waters, ‘are so bitter that the face of anyone eating
them is drawn into an involuntary grimace of woe’.
Moira Sibley
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PLACES PEOPLE
HIGHLIGHTS
WILL ALWAYS
FROM 2014
REMEMBER..
IWGT members share gardens which made a special impression
Shukkei-en,
Hiroshima, Japan
Originally a feudal lord’s 1620 garden
the name means ‘contracted scenic
beauty’ epitomising the Japanese
aesthetic obsession of replicating
landscape at a smaller scale. The
park was all but destroyed by the
nuclear bombing in 1945. A
testament to the power of nature,
many of the larger shrubs and some
of the trees re-grew.
John Brownscombe visited in October 2014

Bodnant Gardens
Conwy, Wales
I love trees, whether these are native
oaks within the ancient woodlands of
the Lake District or exotic species
within gardens. Bodnant has a stunning
collection of huge trees within ‘The
Dell’. The rough bark of this Douglas Fir
is highly attractive.
Vicky Basford visited in 1997 with the Isle of
Wight Gardens Trust and again in 2006

Abbotsbury Gardens
Dorset
Nowhere else makes me feel like being
in another continent, and it is the best
managed garden I have ever seen.
Abbotsbury grows so many exotic and
subtropical plants that we strive to
grow. I am also particularly influenced
by the fact that we spent the first
afternoon of our honeymoon there.
John Harrison was drawn back to Abbotsbury,
with Christine, in 2017 to celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary.
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..AND REMEMBER
Château d’Amboise
Indre-et-Loire, France
The counterpoint of a fairy tale
renaissance chateau with bold modern
landscaping was a delight and includes
slopes clothed with regiments of
clipped box balls. Leonardo da Vinci is
buried there and I feel that such a
progressive thinker would have
approved of the confident design which
uses plants from his native Italy.
Helen Thomas visited in April 2017

Levens Hall
Cumbria
Levens Hall is the finest, oldest
and most extensive topiary
garden in the world. There are
ten acres of wonderful gardens
but it is the topiary, a surreal
and fantastic living sculpture
gallery, that has drawn me
back again and again.
Karl Stedman has paid many visits and
recorded the garden in this drawing

Tirtagangga Water Palace
Bali
Designed in 1948 by the last Raja of
Karangasem, Anak Agung Anglurah
Ketut Karangasem (1887-1966). He
was also physically involved in the
construction: a blend of Balinese and
Chinese influences on three levels. The
first has two large ponds and a water
tower, the second swimming pools and
the third the Raja’s country residence.
The water is considered holy and the
gardens used for religious ceremonies.
Moira Sibley visited in November 2016
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Fairy Hill, Nettlestone
the late-18th century entrance front and parkland
by William Pengree Sherlock (born 1775)

